Task Team on Communication of Statistics

In December 2017, the CES Steering Group on Statistics for SDGs established a Task Team on Communication for SDG Statistics. The objective of this team is to lead work on improving regional communication of statistics for SDGs, with a particular focus on conveying the value of official national statistics for SDGs and beyond. The team should carry out its work by developing practical tools to enable effective national communication strategies for SDG statistics.

**Statement of Purpose** (February 2018)

**Terms of Reference** (June 2018)

**Work Programme** (June 2018)

**Members**

**Countries:** Russian Federation (co-chair), United Kingdom (co-chair), Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Canada, France, Germany, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, New Zealand, Poland, Turkey.

**Agencies:** UNDP

**Principal Products** **NEW!!!**

**2018 SDG COMMUNICATIONS QUESTIONNAIRE - RESULTS**

**Related Work Groups**

- Task Force on the value of official statistics - [link](#)
- 2018 Strategic Communication Project - [link](#)